PRESS RELEASE
OLLO-CURATED NIGHT on
march 29 AT FBI SOCIAL
• broadcast live on FB1 RADIO
• debut of new ollo live lineup
Live bands on the night: ollo // Bad Thoughts // Worng
--------------------------------------------------------------------

Following their successful EG1/EXT project at the sellout Underbelly Arts festival
on Cocktoo Island last year, long standing Sydney electronic act ollo are proud to
announce a specially curated night at FBI Social.
Three debuts on one night
On March 29th ollo will indulge you in DJ sets of ultra rare coldwave, minimal
synth, and German New Wave records as the entrée and dessert to a feast of live
contemporary synth experimentation from ollo, who will be debuting their new live
lineup. You’ll also hear the Sydney debut of two Melbourne bands, Bad Thoughts and
Worng.
ollo’s new live lineup features:
Alex Crowfoot on keyboards and vocals; Dale Harrison (The Herd) on bass
Pere Chiara (Aerial Maps) on drums; Sofie Loizou on keyboards and Lars Chresta
creating live visuals
Alex and Lars will also be DJ some of the ultra rare underground tracks from the
late 70s and early 80s that informed the sound of their upcoming album (which wil
be on Metal Postcard, is called “Ape Delay”, has freshly arrived from Björk’s favourite
mastering engineer Mandy Parnell, and is now in production)
Both support bands are side projects of one of ollo’s favourite bands, The Emergency.
Bad Thoughts swim through a tense and emotional sea of plaintive synths, with
vocals from Milo and sometime Emergency member Daina Fanning
Worng (pronounced ‘wrong’) writhes in an expansive bed of hissing bleeps and
squelches through improvised journeys around Morgan’s custom modular circuitry.
Not bloody bad for ten bucks, we reckon.
March 29 FBI Social Kings Cross Hotel William Street Sydney.
8pm-1am, $10
For further information please contact ollo@ollo.net.au or alexcrowfoot@gmail.com
For press photos go to www.ollo.net/press
Due to limited pressing, physical review copies of ollo’s vinyl 7” are sadly unavailable.

